NLID Plot
NUTRIENT LOSS INHIBITOR DEMONSTRATION (NLID)

2021 NLID FIELD DAY
WAY N E C O U N T Y, I L L I N O I S

NLID is brought to you by these project partners...

PIKE Ag, LLC

Speaker and Presenter Bios
Lauren Lurkins

Lauren Lurkins serves as the
Director of Environmental Policy
in the Governmental Affairs
and Commodities Division of
the Illinois Farm Bureau (IFB).
Lauren is responsible for
developing and coordinating the
organization’s natural resources
and environmental programs. Prior
to her position with IFB, Lauren
practiced environmental law with
the law firm of Hodge Dwyer &
Driver in Springfield, IL.
Doug Anderson

Doug Anderson holds the IFB
Certified Manager designation and
has served as the County Manager
for the Wayne and White County
Farm Bureaus (CFB) since 2003. He
has served in dozens of leadership
roles within the organization and
throughout the communities in the
two counties.
John Pike, CCA

John Pike, a research agronomist
with Pike Ag LLC, works with
various industry partners and
universities in developing relevant
on-farm research trials focusing on
cover crops, nutrient use efficiency,
and other various agronomic
systems important to farmers.

Mike Wilson, ASA, CCA 4R NMS/
RMS/ PASp

Jeff Nalley

Mike Wilson serves as an
independent consultant in the
areas of soil fertility and nutrient
management, with a strong
focus on nutrient efficiency with
increased attention to secondary
and micro-nutrients. He holds
the 4R’s Nutrient Management
Specialist Certification and is a
Pest Resistance Management
Specialist. Mike serves as the
Incoming Chairman of the Illinois
Crop Advisory Board of Directors.

Jeff Nalley is a veteran of radio
and farm broadcasting. He is a
past president of the National
Association of Farm Broadcasting
and has received numerous
awards for excellence in broadcast
media from within the NAFB as
well as other farm organizations.
Nalley was named the 2010 Farm
Broadcaster of the Year by NAFB.
Nalley’s daily farm broadcasts can
be heard on radio stations across
Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Missouri,
and Ohio.

Fred and Louisa Blessing

Dr. Nathan Kleczewski

Fred and Louisa Blessing serve as
the host farm family for the NLID
project. Orlyn Blessing purchased
the original farm in December
of 1948. After being discharged
from World War II, he raised corn,
soybeans, wheat, clover seed, and
hay in addition to hogs and cattle.
Today, the original 500 acres are
owned by his 3 children Barbara
Bozarth, Fred Blessing, and Bruce
Blessing. Orlyn’s sons planted their
first crop in 1974, shortly after his
passing, under the supervision
of their uncle Darrell Blessing.
Fred & Louisa Blessing currently
operate the farm, raising corn and
soybeans.

Nathan Kleczewski serves as the
plant pathology and entomology
technical lead at Growmark.
Nathan is experienced in field crop
plant pathology, with research that
is focused on managing important
diseases that impact field crop
production.

NLID Project Goals
The Nutrient Loss Inhibitor Demonstration (NLID)
Plot is a project that uses nutrient enhancers and
inhibitors, as well as micro and secondary nutrient
applications, to demonstrate improved fertilizer
efficiency and economic advantages over traditional
fertilizer applications.

• Demonstrating the efficacy of various nutrient
uptake enhancers and nutrient loss inhibitors
available to farmers.

Our 2021 NLID Project goals include...

• Demonstrating how farmers and retailers are
working together to research what practices will
best reduce nutrient loss from farm fields and
build grower awareness.

• Demonstrating how farmers can maximize the
return on their fertilizer investment by utilizing and
protecting all available nutrients in the field.

• Producing a demonstration plot that focuses on
achieving the core nutrient loss management
strategies outlined in the Nutrient Loss Reduction
Strategy (NLRS) for Phosphorus and Nitrogen.
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With the Harvest International research planter various
rates of product can be applied in-furrow with the seed.

Illinois Farm Bureau
Since 2015, IFB has contributed to an impressive
statewide effort called the Illinois Nutrient Loss
Reduction Strategy (NLRS). Through leadership
and participation from our farmer members across
the state, IFB has been able to make meaningful
contributions toward water quality improvements
in Illinois. From 2016 to present, IFB has committed
approximately $2 million of its own funding to build
and maintain its sustainability programs.

For the past several years, IFB has made it an
organizational priority to lead on environmental
issues, most notably, the NLRS. IFB’s NLRS efforts
focus in four priority areas: 1) education and outreach
to farmers, landowners and the general public; 2)
supporting research of best management practices
to reduce nutrient loss from agricultural fields; 3)
supporting farmer implementation efforts across the
state; and 4) demonstrating progress toward the longterm goals of the NLRS. The IFB Board of Directors
committed significant financial resources and support
from staff to accomplish some ambitious goals,
allowing IFB to tackle environmental challenges headon. IFB will continue to prove that voluntary, incentivebased conservation, based on science, will move the
needle on water quality improvements in our state.

The NLRS is a science-based framework for using
research, technology and industry experience to
assess and reduce nutrient loss to Illinois waters and
to the Gulf of Mexico. The NLRS sets forth a plan to
leverage existing programs to optimize nutrient loss
reduction while promoting collaboration, research,
and innovation among the private sector, academia,
non-profits, wastewater treatment agencies, the
agricultural sector, and state and local government.
The primary goals include reducing nitrate-nitrogen
losses by 15% and reducing total phosphorus losses
by 25% by the year 2025 from established baseline
conditions. The NLRS was released in July of 2015
after multiple years of stakeholder discussions in
which IFB actively participated. Since 2015, IFB has
continued its participation in NLRS meetings and work
groups in order to strategically guide the effort. In
addition, IFB created new programs in 2015 to support
farmer implementation of best management practices
(BMPs) to help Illinois meet the goals of the NLRS.

The IFB Nutrient Stewardship Grant Program is one
example of the many ways IFB is creating lasting
impacts in implementing the NLRS across Illinois. This
program funds county Farm Bureau (CFB) projects
throughout the state focused on improving soil health
and water quality. Since 2015, IFB has dedicated over
$700,000 to CFBs to complete a wide range of unique
projects, including planting test plots of cover crops,
watershed planning, water testing, hosting education
and outreach activities. For more information on IFB’s
environmental efforts, see https://www.ilfb.org/
ifb-in-action/what-were-working-on/protecting-ourenvironment/.

Wayne County Farm Bureau

Wabash Valley Service Company

Wayne CFB is a 501(c)5 non-profit organization
based in Fairfield, Illinois serving 2,100 members.
The mission of the Wayne CFB is… “to maintain
a strong, well organized association in the ag
community, dedicated to sounding a strong voice for
agriculture, meeting farmer’s needs, and preserving
and enhancing the quality of family farm life.”

The Wabash Valley Service Company is a full service,
farmer-owned agricultural cooperative serving
producers in Crawford, Edwards, Gallatin, Hamilton,
Jasper, Lawrence, Richland, Wabash, Wayne, and White
counties in southeastern Illinois and Posey, Gibson, and
Vanderburgh counties in southwestern Indiana.
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Illinois Nutrient Research and Education Council Support
Illinois NREC is a collaborative effort by Illinois
farmers, the fertilizer industry and the Illinois
Department of Agriculture to address issues related to
fertilizer use in Illinois.

Since its inception in 2012, Illinois NREC has invested
over $23 million into nutrient-related research efforts.
Through the research that is being funded through
NREC, Illinois agriculture is working together to meet
the requirements of the NLRS. Without this funding,
the industry would be without critical research into
maximizing the efficiency of agricultural nutrients
while minimizing any possible negative impacts to the
environment.

Created by state statute in 2012, NREC is funded by
a 75-cent assessment on each ton of bulk fertilizer
sold in Illinois. These funds are invested in research
projects and educational programs designed to
optimize nutrient use and protect the environment.
A 13-member NREC council annually solicits, reviews
and funds projects that fulfill the organization’s
mission. Environmental organizations provide input to
the council.

Research Priorities
NREC focuses on three main goals when considering
research projects:
• Maximize Efficiency

The NREC Mission

• Minimize Losses

NREC is committed to helping farmers and other
users of fertilizer products get the best performance
possible from their nutrient applications. To
accomplish this, NREC sponsors research and
educational programs that have three purposes:

• Mitigate Negative Environmental Impacts
These goals are pursued by sponsoring projects that
examine the effectiveness and economic viability of
farming practices that will reduce losses of nitrogen
and phosphorus to water without being detrimental to
yield.

• Ensure adoption and implementation of best
practices that optimize nutrient efficiency.

John Pike’s Southern Illinois Nitrogen research
is funded by NREC (see pages 12-13 for more
information).

• Ensure soil fertility.
• Address environmental concerns related to
fertilizer use.

Learn more about NREC by visiting
www.illinoisNREC.org.
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The NLID field was planted on May 20, 2021 by Wabash Valley Service
Company using a Harvest International Research Planter.

2021 NLID Plot
Content provided by Mike Wilson CCA, 4RNMS/RMS/PASp
The NLID plot in Wayne County has always been about
looking at innovative ways to increase crop production
while being as environmentally responsible as
possible. We have looked at low N rates, high N rates
and everything in between. For the 2021 NLID plot
we are looking at a base rate of N using Anhydrous
Ammonia. We also put down roughly 30# of N at
planting along with different in-furrow products from
row-starter to bio-stimulants to micro nutrients.

for the farm? What is the correct rate with the rainfall
we have enjoyed? How do the variables we can control
effect the ones we can’t? We’ll see when the combine
rolls through it. Until then, we’ll go off the yield
estimates taken in early August. As always, this plot
is here for you, the local farmers. This isn’t a research
plot on a central Illinois prairie with topsoil 3 feet deep.
It is real information done in your geography using
methods readily available to your operation.

We followed up with a Y-drop application of UAN
solution with stabilizer at zero, 17 gallons per acre and
35 gallons per acres to see what kind of yield response
we gained with the extra N. Our goal is to find a point
of diminishing returns. What is the correct rate of N

Thank you for the continued support of the NLID Plot
from our host farmer Fred Blessing, the Wayne County
Farm Bureau, the IFB Nutrient Stewardship Grant
program and Wabash Valley Service Company.
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NLID Plot Treatments Used

This proprietary formulation is designed to mimic a naturallyoccurring molecule within the plant that optimizes the nutrient
acquisition and assimilation process. Simply put, Take Off LS
allows plants to more efficiently assimilate carbon and utilize
nitrogen and other nutrients. The end result is enhanced
nutrient use efficiency, leading to more bushels per acre per
amount of nutrients applied.

PROVEN microbes continually feed nitrogen to the corn
plant throughout the growing season with peak nitrogen
production during the crops’ most critical growth stages.
PROVEN microbes adhere to the roots of the corn plant and
will not run off during weather events.

Foster FC is a fertilizer catalyst that contains multiple
microorganisms that will improve nutrient uptake, promote
root establishment, generates large amounts of enzymes in
the root zone, and works to chelate micronutrients from the
soil and convert into a soluble form.

Ascend Pro plant growth regulator can help improve root growth
and improve plant vigor early in the grow season with a unique
combination of three plant growth regulators. It can help support
cell division, leaf expansion, and root formation.

AVAIL T5 Phosphorus Fertilizer Enhancer uses an allnew patented polymer technology to reduce the fixation
of applied Phosphorus, keeping more available for plant
uptake, speeding early growth, and improving crop health
and yield potential.

Zypro delivers enzymes into the soil to maximize fertility
programs. It kickstarts strong root growth and boosts nutrient
uptake to increase yield potential. It optimizes the soil microbial
community to help produce a stress-resistant plant.

KickStand MicroMix is a 100% EDTA micronutrient
solution containing 3% zinc, 1% manganese, 1% copper
and .2% molybdenum. It provides immediate availability
of the micronutrients without soil tie-up. The Asset
Formulation Technology in KickStand MicroMix helps
extend nutrient uptake and solubilize trace elements in
the soil to promote a stronger root system.

Pro Valley Blue is placed directly in the seed furrow at
planting to deliver nutritional benefits to the plant at one
of the most critical growth stages. With five gallons of Pro
Valley Blue, you will be placing over 10 lbs. of available
phosphorus in order to maximize yields.

PROVEN is a trademarked registered product of Pivot Bio.
Ascend Pro is a trademarked registered product of WinField
United. Zypro is a trademarked registered product of Helena
Agri-Enterprises, LLC. Pro Valley Blue is a trademarked
registered product of Pro Valley, LLC.

Take Off LS & AVAIL T5 are registered, trademarked products of
Verdesian Life Sciences, LLC. Foster FC is a registered trademark
product of Rosen’s Diversified, Inc. Kickstand Micro Mix is a
registered trademarked product of Helena Agri-Enterprises, LLC .
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2021 NLID Plot Treatments
#

Pre Plant

Starter

Additional N
Fertilizer

Treatment
#1

Treatment
#2

Fertilizer & Treatment
Cost ($/ac)

8/1/2021 population
(thousand/ac)

8/1/2021
Yield Estimate
(bpa)

1

NH3

Pro Valley Blue

-

-

-

$60.40

32

218

2

NH3

Pro Valley Blue

UAN (10 gal/ac)

-

-

$79.00

29

209

3

NH3

Pro Valley Blue

UAN (10 gal/ac)

Kick Stand MM

-

$85.89

30

225

4

NH3

Pro Valley Blue

UAN (10 gal/ac)

ProveN

-

$92.00

32

218

5

NH3

Pro Valley Blue

UAN (10 gal/ac)

Foster

-

$86.54

31

199

6

NH3

Pro Valley Blue

UAN (10 gal/ac)

Avail T5

-

$83.98

32

213

7

NH3

Pro Valley Blue

UAN (10 gal/ac)

Zypro

-

$85.19

32

232

8

NH3

Pro Valley Blue

UAN (27 gal/ac)

Take Off LS

Ascend Pro

$122.77

32

238

$110.62

34

199

9

(Broke corn at Y-drop application, data discarded)

10

NH3

Pro Valley Blue

UAN (27 gal/ac)

-

-

11

NH3

Pro Valley Blue

UAN (27 gal/ac)

Kick Stand MM

-

$117.51

30

217

12

NH3

Pro Valley Blue

UAN (27 gal/ac)

ProveN

-

$123.62

31

198

13

NH3

Pro Valley Blue

UAN (27 gal/ac)

Foster

-

$118.16

26

233

14

NH3

Pro Valley Blue

UAN (27 gal/ac)

Avail T5

-

$115.60

31

200

15

NH3

Pro Valley Blue

UAN (27 gal/ac)

Zypro

-

$116.81

31

211

16

NH3

Pro Valley Blue

UAN (10 gal/ac)

Take Off LS

Ascend Pro

$91.15

31

240

17

NH3

Pro Valley Blue

UAN (35 gal/ac)

-

-

$125.50

35

210

18

NH3

Pro Valley Blue

UAN (45 gal/ac)

-

-

$144.10

32

204

19

NH3

Pro Valley Blue

UAN (45 gal/ac)

Kick Stand MM

-

$150.90

30

219

20

NH3

Pro Valley Blue

UAN (45 gal/ac)

ProveN

-

$157.10

30

225

21

NH3

Pro Valley Blue

UAN (45 gal/ac)

Foster

-

$151.64

33

213

22

NH3

Pro Valley Blue

UAN (45 gal/ac)

Avail T5

-

$149.08

34

228

23

NH3

Pro Valley Blue

UAN (45 gal/ac)

Zypro

-

$150.29

32

237

24

NH3

Pro Valley Blue

UAN (45 gal/ac)

Take Off LS

Ascend Pro

$156.25

33

219

PRE-HARVEST PLOT NOTES

FEATURED PRODUCT RATES

Planted on May 20, 2021 in good conditions

Anhydrous Ammonia (NH3) 100# actual N

$44.47/ac

Pre-Plant

Pro Valley Blue

4.5 gal/ac

$15.93/ac

In furrow

Urea Ammonium Nitrate
(UAN) 28%

multiple rates

Fertilizer applied with Y-drops on July 6, 2021
(corn at V7)

$1.86/gal/ac	In furrow
& In wings

Kick Stand MM

1qt/ac

$6.89/ac

In furrow

10 gal/ac of UAN 28% was applied in-furrow at
planting

ProveN

12.4 oz/ac

$13.00/ac

In wings

UAN 28% rates above 10 gal/ac were applied using
Y-Drops at V7

Foster

4 grams/ac

$7.54/ac

In wings

Avail T5

2 qts/100 gal PVB

$4.98/ac

In wings

Zypro

8 oz/ac

$6.19/ac

In wings

Take Off LS

16 oz/ac

$4.18/ac

In furrow

Ascend Pro

4 oz/ac

$7.97/ac

In furrow

Corn hybrid is FS 6395VDG RIB F42
100# of NH3 was applied to entire plot,
pre-plant
Target population at planting was 32,000 plants/ac

UAN 28% was treated with Trident stabilizer at
2qts/ton
PVB included 4oz/ac of Ethos for insect control
No fungicide treatment was applied to the plot

* Treatment cost per acre only includes products listed and does not include application. Talk to your Wabash Valley Service Company sales specialist for current product and application pricing.
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2021 NLID Post-Harvest Results
Fertilizer & Treatment
Cost ($/ac)*

Fertilizer & Treatment
Cost Rank

NH3, PVB

$60.40

1

2

NH3, PVB, UAN10,

$79.00

2

3

NH3, PVB, UAN10,
KICKSTAND

$85.89

5

4

NH3, PVB, UAN10,
PROVEN

$92.00

8

5

NH3, PVB, UAN10,
FOSTER

$86.54

6

6

NH3, PVB, UAN10,
AVAILT5

$83.98

3

7

NH3, PVB, UAN10,
ZYPRO

$85.19

4

8

NH3, PVB, UAN27,
TAKE OFF, ASCEND

$122.77

14

#

Treatments

1

9

Harvested
Harvest
Yield
Moisture %
(bu/ac)

Harvested Gross Income
Yield Rank ($/ac)

Income Less
Net
Fertilizer &
Income
Treatment ($/ac) Rank

TABLE WILL BE POPULATED POST-HARVEST

DATA WILL BE PUBLISHED AT WWW.WAYNECFB.COM/NLID

(Broke corn at Y-drop application, data discarded)

10

NH3, PVB, UAN27

$110.62

9

11

NH3, PVB, UAN27,
KICKSTAND

$117.51

12

12

NH3, PVB, UAN27,
PROVEN

$123.62

15

13

NH3, PVB, UAN27,
FOSTER

$118.16

13

14

NH3, PVB, UAN27,
AVAILT5

$115.60

10

15

NH3, PVB, UAN27,
ZYPRO

$116.81

11

16

NH3, PVB, UAN10,
TAKE OFF, ASCEND

$91.15

7

17

NH3, PVB, UAN35

$125.50

16

18

NH3, PVB, UAN45

$144.10

17

19

NH3, PVB, UAN45,
KICKSTAND

$150.99

20

20

NH3, PVB, UAN45,
PROVEN

$157.10

23

21

NH3, PVB, UAN45,
FOSTER

$151.64

21

22

NH3, PVB, UAN45,
AVAILT5

$149.08

18

23

NH3, PVB, UAN45,
ZYPRO

$150.29

19

24

NH3, PVB, UAN45,
TAKE OFF, ASCEND

$156.25

22

TABLE NOTES
Gross income figured on $5.20/bushel, does not include drying cost
Harvested Yield adjusted to 15% moisture
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*Treatment cost per acre only includes products listed
in the table and does not include application. Talk
to your Wabash Valley Service Company crop sales
specialist for current product and application pricing.

Post-Harvest Summary 2021
The Post-Harvest Summary of the 2021 NLID Plot will
be updated after the final harvest data is collected.
Updates will be posted to www.waynecfb.com/nlid
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Southern Illinois Nitrogen Research 2021
Content provided by John Pike, Agronomist, Pike Ag, LLC

What does this tell us?

For the second year, the Blessing farm is cooperating
with the IL Fertilizer and Chemical Association to
conduct field scale, replicated nitrogen research in
a multi-year project funded by the Illinois Nutrient
Research and Education Council (NREC). In 2021, this
farm is one of 12 sites in southern Illinois, south of
Interstate-70. Since expanding the project in 2017, to
target research efforts specific to our region, 70+ trials
have been initiated and at harvest this year, data from
65 sites will have been collected.

Each colored line represents the response of corn yield
to increasing nitrogen rates in each field. Overall, we
saw good response to nitrogen applications across So.
IL in 2020. The “optimum” N rate for each site is shown
with the yellow triangles. At this nitrogen rate, the
yield increase resulting from the last unit of N applied
just covered cost of that unit of fertilizer, and adding
more would not be a profitable economic decision.
The green dots, show the midpoint of the Maximum
Return to Nitrogen (MRTN) recommendation range
as calculated, for the region, from yield response
data available from prior years. The “average opt”
and “MRTN 2020” (updated midpoint including new
data) are also shown. Depending on the price of N
and corn, this MRTN range will usually be around 30+
pounds, so if we would shade in an area showing N
rates 15# higher and 15# lower than the MRTN (green
dots), using that range to base nitrogen management
planning from for the 2020 needs would have been
pretty close in most cases. The purpose of the MRTN
Nitrogen Rate Calculator (http://cnrc.agron.iastate.
edu/ ) is not to be a predictive model to give an exact
recommendation for the next year’s crop, but to
provide a justifiable foundation from which to build a
sound nitrogen management plan.

Nitrogen rates of 0, 50, 100, 150, 200, and 250 lb N per
acre are applied, with each rate applied by field scale
equipment to three separate strips assigned in random
order. Harvest weights and measurements are taken
using a calibrated combine yield monitor and yields
were adjusted to 15% moisture. Yields from the three
N strips at each N rate were averaged, and averages
were plotted on a graph. A line (response curve) is
drawn through these using a computer package, and
the shape of the line is used to calculate the N rate
that gives the maximum dollar return to N (called the
“optimum” N rate) and the yield at that N rate. Because
the optimum N rate is almost always between two of
the N rates used in a trial, we have to use the line to
predict where it actually was.

Why is this research important?

Following graph shows the 14 N response curves from
the 2020 trials:

Nitrogen management is one of the most important
factors in corn production. With yields
driven by the crop having adequate access
to N and considering the cost of the
input, it is important to have high reliable
information, specific to the production
region, on which to base the production
plan. Lower yields in cases of inadequate
N supply can be costly. Reduced ROI
resulting from over application is equally
problematic. While weather variables
make it very difficult to determine the exact
fertilizer needs of the crop in a given year,
the data compiled from this project help to
provide a reliable and defensible range to
consider.
Nutrient loss from farm fields is also a
concern. In addition to the economic impact
of nutrient losses, increased nitrate loads in
drainage water is a growing environmental
concern that is currently being addressed
through efforts of the IL Nutrient Loss
10

Reduction Strategy (NLRS). With nitrogen loss from
agricultural land being a major factor, it is especially
important to have good information about nitrogen
response to justify management decisions to satisfy
both economic and environmental factors in play.

however, due to lower organic matter levels across
the region, which provide less N through natural
mineralization, more fertilizer N is needed to achieve
those yields. While the impact of soil differences
hasn’t been unknown, the documentation of these
research data provide an important scientifically based
justification to consider higher N rates when weather
allows these higher yield plateaus to be achieved.

One especially interesting and valuable aspect of
this research for area farmers can be seen in the
graph below that charts regional changes to nitrogen
recommendations over the course of the project.
These field trials have demonstrated well that with
good management and favorable weather, corn yield
potential can be comparable with central IL yields,
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NLID Plot 2021
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Virtual Field Day and Harvest 2020
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Your local farmer owned
agricultural cooperative.
Crop Protection
Fertilizers
Seed

Precision Farming
Grain Systems
Buildings

Fairfield Plant

Lubricant Products
Diesel Fuel/Gasoline
Propane

Cisne Plant

Glen Lee, Manager
842-5631

Andrew Pennington, Manager
673-2167

Kent Ochs - Building Sales
Mike Brown - Crop Sales
Patrick Harvey - Petroleum Sales
Jerry McCormick - Propane

Tim Orr - Building Sales
Bryon Bailey - Crop Sales
Brain Locke - Petroleum Sales
Chris Lowe - Propane
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WE WANT TO WORK FOR

Wayne CFB Membership Value
If you’re a farmer, agribusiness professional, or simply
someone who loves to eat, you are part of agriculture!
Because farming touches virtually every aspect of our
lives, it is important to support the industry. That’s why
we are asking you to join us.

you

Our membership provides our organization with a
purpose and a voice. Our members become our leaders.
They provide direction on policy positions, support
our philanthropic efforts, and help us execute our
programming.

Legislative and Local Affairs
Wayne CFB works with IFB and other CFBs across the
state to engage with elected officials at the local, state, and
federal scale in order to educate and advocate on behalf of
our farmer members.

News Publications and Platforms
CFB members have access to several award-winning
periodicals including the Wabash Valley Ag News,
FarmWeek, and Partners, as well as other news-sharing
platforms.

Nutrient Stewardship Efforts
Through support from an IFB Nutrient Stewardship Grant,
Wayne CFB contributes to the education and outreach goals
of the Illinois Nutrient Loss Reduction Strategy by hosting
the Nutrient Loss Inhibitor Demonstration (NLID) Plot.
Members are encouraged to attend Field Days and other
programming to learn more about our nutrient stewardship
efforts.

Community Support
Wayne CFB is committed to supporting our community
through a variety of initiatives, including providing
scholarships and financial gifts, offering ag literacy
opportunities through AITC, and hosting local events.

DON’T MISS OUT ON:

Member Discounts | Shop Local Discounts
Affiliates | Special Programs

BECOME A MEMBER TODAY!
(618) 842 – 3342 | www.waynecfb.com
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Thank you for attending the 2021 NLID Field Day.
Additional data will be released after harvest including
yield and treatment ROI. This information will be posted to
www.waynecfb.com/nlid, emailed to Field Day attendees
and Wayne County Farm Bureau members, as well as
posted on the organization’s social media platforms.

Find us at:
Wayne CFB website – www.waynecfb.com/nlid
Facebook – @waynefarmbureau
Instagram – @waynecountyfarmbureau
Twitter – @WayneCFB
Email – waynecfb@waynecfb.com
Office – 618-842-3342

To learn more about all other IFB Nutrient Stewardship Field Days,
visit: www.ilfb.org/FieldDays

NLID is brought to you by these project partners...

PIKE Ag, LLC

